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Class 10

Orange River Camp
After almost a year of preparing, fund raising and collecting official travel documents, the
Class 10's set off for Namibia on Sunday 11 September. We arrived at 6.00 pm (after a 12 hour
bus trip), tumbled out of the bus onto the fresh cool grass of the Felix Unite base camp. We
met the five exceptional river guides who, over the next 4 days took us down the river, rescued
us from capsized canoes (yes Mrs Esterhuizen and Mrs Snyders capsized ....twice!), canoes
stranded on rocks and prepared amazing meals all along the way. They also introduced us to
"Liewe Lulu" and "Dugless" our portable facilities for the week!
The scenery changed with every kilometre along the way: magnificent rock formations, the
range of colours in the earth and water, the sand and stones. We had to look carefully for
them, but creatures of a variety of sorts popped out to watch us as we paddled along: African
Jacana, Moorhens, Coots, Pied Kingfishers and Fish Eagles, Red Romans, leaping fish-of-alarge-kind, spiders and leeches, shepherds' dogs, cows, goats and sheep. On the second and
third nights fireflies danced across the water and glow worms flickered back at them. The
baboons kept well clear of us and one evening a cow walked through our camp!
Each day brought with it fresh challenges and experiences. We were so very proud of each
Class 10 for the way in which they met the river and the adventure. Everyone faced their limits
of endurance in one way or another, but with mental and emotional effort, each pushed
through and triumphed! The HEAT and the sun for some were unrelenting and almost
intolerable. Being so much among friends for many days, trepidation about the water and
rapids, sleeping in the open under stars, night noises, sleeping on hard ground, using a "toilet
with a view", blisters, bruises, irritation with rowing partners....all of these presented as
unexpected surprise obstacles. We met the worst of ourselves and the best of ourselves along
the way, but what was so very clear, was the unconditional love and support of each class
member for the other. On day 2 we were met by a truck which delivered ice for our cooler
boxes and a magical treat...ice cream and chocolate sauce! After refreshment the river guides
led the campers up a mountain to go and dig for fluorite crystals. Later in the night, we tossed
these onto the campfire and watched a Namibian firework display!
The river was quite low, which meant a lot of rock obstacles and canoes being stranded on
rocks. It also meant that as a group we had to learn navigational skills really quickly. Our
amazing river guides were on hand all along the way to guide and direct us. On our return to
base camp, the class wallowed in the swimming pool. After our last camp supper, Petrus (the
lead guide) handed our certificates and a T-Shirt to everyone.
As we said our goodbyes early the next morning (after a bowl full of creamy oats), our guides
were quite overwhelmed by the hugs and shows of appreciation from the students. Thank you
River Guides. Thank you Orange River. Thank you parents for helping to get us all there. Thank
you Class 10's for making this such an incredible experience. Thank you Angelika Snyders for
being the best rowing partner and keeping me focused on the river ahead.
Mrs Caroline Esterhuizen (Class 10 Guardian)

Lost Property
Lost Property will be on display in the
foyer on Thursday 29 November from
7.30am until 1pm. Unclaimed items
will be donated to charity.

'Fair' Expense
Claims
Please note that no further claims
for Fair expenses will be accepted.

www.michaeloak.org.za
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An Open Invitation
to
The Shepherds' Play
Monday 3 December 7.00pm

STAR TREE FESTIVAL
Thursday 6 December ‐ 6.45 for 7.00p.m.
Out of Rudolf Steiner’s deep knowledge and understanding of the true meaning of the
birth of “I” Consciousness of Mankind and the process of Earth Evolution, he created a
curriculum for educating the child throughout its development and in attaining human
qualities of love and peace. THIS IS WALDORF EDUCATION.
The challenge of today’s life is finding unity and peace on Earth.

in the Small Hall

The Tree, a symbol of life on one side, and knowledge on the other, is used every year to
celebrate Christmas. It is not just a tree but a STAR TREE, which indicates something new
and beyond what is naturally given - something that still needs to come into being
through us developing a new culture of love, respect, unity and peace.

Performed by the teachers
of Michael Oak

Join us in creating a worthy celebration of story
and singing around the STAR TREE.
Be seated in the hall before 7.00p.m. on Thursday 6 December.
N.B. No “littlies” please.
Please remind each other to keep your cellphones switched off throughout the festival

The tale is told in simple pictures, without
embellishment, in the language of the
childlike soul.
Regardless of one’s spiritual orientation or
religious affiliation, Christmas has a universal
meaning. In addition to the historical story of
the birth of the Child Jesus in the freezing hills
around Bethlehem, there is an archetypal
message contained within the symbolism of
the familiar tale. The nativity, set in the
depths of winter, symbolizes the birth of light
in the darkness, the awakening of love, within
the human soul. It is a representation of the
birth of a new consciousness. The birth of the
Christ child in conditions of outer poverty
represents the awakening of the spirit of love
within the heart of each individual. ‘Yea,
poorly is He born this day so that from pride
men turn away’. The nativity symbolizes the
emergence of light and love – the universal
“divine child” – within each one.
The manger holding the newborn infant
represents the life of the soul in earthly
existence. The characters around the crib may
be seen as images or aspects of the human
soul and the dawning of spiritual awareness.
Mother Mary, the universal divine feminine,
clad in the contemplative blue of soul depths
and the red of love, represents the awakened
soul that gives birth to love, the universal
divine child. Joseph represents the earthly
strengths that long for and reflect on the
mystery of love’s becoming. The animals in
the stable are emblematic of our instincts, our
compulsive longings and fears that are
transformed in reverent observance of the
miracle of emerging spiritual life. The
shepherds symbolize higher human feelings –
wonder, devotion and reverence. Thus the
traditional imagery associated with the
nativity may be seen to have a universal
meaning, regardless of one’s particular
orientation to spiritual matters.
Let the pictures speak further – for
themselves.

Michael Oak Waldorf School
CLASS 11

EURYTHMY PERFORMANCE
Thursday 29 November at 11:30 & 19:30
All are welcome

Programme
1. Brahms Rhapsody in G minor
2. Love Comes of its own Free Will (Rumi poem)
3. The Mystery of Your Gift (Josh Groban)
4. Fantasy is a Window (Francesca Pillitu poem)
5. Debussy’s Clair de Lune "Moonlight" in D flat major
6. Community of the Spirit (Rumi poem)
7. River Flows in You (Yiruma)
8. Late in the boat by myself (Rumi poem)
9. Four Rhythms Choreography by Rudolf Steiner with music by Max Schuurman
10. Phoenix poem by D H Lawrence
11. Epilogue scene music from the film La La Land
12. Some Kiss We Want (Rumi poem)
13. A Sky Full of Stars in G flat major (Coldplay and Avicci)
Special musical thanks goes to our gifted pianist Tim Hyslop who accompanies us on our musical part
of the journey and helps us adapt the music organically to meet the musical movement needs and
skills of Class 11.
Special costume creation thanks go to our gifted Michael Oak tailor and parent, Mascha Rutherford.
Special veil repairs and fittings thanks go to our gifted Michael Oak eurythmist and parent, Laura
Engelke.
Special supportive thanks go to the innumerable people who help in all sorts of ways, the Class 11
parents, Class Guardians, all teachers and support staff, etc…

Opinions in the Leaflet belong to the contributors, and are not necessarily those of the school.
ALL advertisements must be sent to leaflet@michaeloak.org.za.

Editor: Charles Abbott

To receive the email edition of the Leaflet please email cabbott@michaeloak.org.za
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Class 12 Life Sciences
Biodiversity project
This term the new matric Life Sciences students got the opportunity to organise a project of
our choosing for our SBA (School Based Assessment). Lee, the matric life science teacher,
suggested that we do something for the school, a project to give back and engage the
learners. We settled on the idea of a biodiversity week. This involved an outing to Dalebrook
Rocky shores and tidal pool with the Class 9's on Friday November 2nd and a competition for
the primary school which ran from 5th - 10th of November.
As South Africans we are privileged to live in one of the most biodiverse countries in the world and it is
up to us to ensure that we protect this amazing natural abundance. The number one threat to
biodiversity is humans; but we also have the power to effect positive change. So this is why we decided
to hold our biodiversity week, to educate our school on some of the issues threatening biodiversity but
also to take steps to be a part of the solution and not the problem.
On Friday 2nd November we took the Class 9's to on a field trip to Dalebrook to engage with and
experience first hand the biodiversity to be found in the rock pools there. At the beach the class split into
groups and were given an exercise to complete. Prepared for them was a biodiversity game with a list of
animals and they had to try to spot as many diverse life forms as possible. The winners of this game,
totalling an impressive number of fauna encounters, were treated to ice-cream as a prize. Afterwards
there was time to swim in the tidal pool and hold a sandcastle building competition. The results were an
impressive Siamese Merman, an exquisitely detailed Hermit crab and a beautiful coiled Octopus. The
artworks were marked on teamwork, structure and 'wow factor'. The competition was very close but the
octopus won in the end!
On Monday 5th November we went to speak at the primary school assembly about biodiversity, the
threats posed to it and some of the solutions to these threats. We were all amazed by how conscious
and knowledgeable the children were on the
subject of preserving and protecting our
environment. We presented them with a
challenge. Each class had a week to work
individually or in groups to come up with ideas on
how to protect biodiversity and the class with the
best ideas would win a prize. At the end of the
week we collected all the classes' ideas and marked
them on originality, age appropriateness and
practicality. There were some really innovative and
interesting ideas and we were very happy to
announce that the Class 3's won!
Congratulations to Class 3 and the whole primary
school for their wonderful ideas, and thank you for
being a part of our biodiversity week, we hope that
you enjoyed it!
Holly Kellett

KAIROS
EURYTHMY STUDENT
STUDENT PRESENTATIONS
KAIROS
EURYTHMY
PRESENTATIONS
Saturday24
24November
November -- 7:00pm
Saturday
7:00pm
at
THE CENTRE FOR CREATIVE EDUCATION
44 Victoria
021 797
797 6802
6802
Victoria Road,
Road, Plumstead
Plumstead, 021
ALL WELCOME !!
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Helping Hands:
Visitors from Germany

Sarah Keller (19) and Tina Durach (18)
“We are Sarah and Tina from Germany. We live in a small town called
Immerstadt in Bavaria. We went together to school but not to a
Waldorf School but we are very interested in the teaching methods
because we finished school this year and when we are back in
Germany we want to study teaching. That’s the reason why we
wanted to volunteer in this Kindergarten for three weeks.”
The end of the year always brings on extra Christmas craft to be
prepared, so it was wonderful indeed to have such industrious
“Christmas Elves” in the Kindergarten. The children also enjoyed
having two “big girls” in the classroom. They even skipped over a
rope the children turned for them! Thank You, Sarah and Tina!

Huge
Paper Chain!
This week the kindergarten children
made "the longest paper chain ever"
-- and maybe they were right!
The chain stretched all the way from
the classroom to the kindergarten
gate.

Save the Date: Friday 30 November
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GET THOSE SHOES OFF!

Barefoot children have better balance,
also jump further
A study by researchers from South Africa and Germany found that young children
who grow up walking barefoot have better balance and can also jump further
than children who wear shoes.
“Our research has shown that regular physical activities without shoes may be
beneficial for the development of jumping and balance skills, especially in the age
of 6–10 years," says Prof Ranel Venter from the Department of Sport Science in
the Faculty of Education at Stellenbosch University. Venter and colleague Dr Elbé
de Villiers collaborated with researchers from the University of Jena and the
University of Hamburg. The study was conducted in South Africa and Germany
between March 2015 and June 2016 and published recently in the journal
Frontiers in Pediatrics.
Venter says the aim of the research was to evaluate, for the first time, the link
between growing up barefoot or wearing shoes and the development of motor
performance during childhood and adolescence. “To our knowledge, no study has
examined the potential relationship between regular barefoot activities and motor
skills."
Three hundred and eighty-five habitual barefoot and 425 shoe-wearing children
between 6 and 18 years were recruited in schools across rural and urban areas in
the Western Cape, in South Africa and Northern Germany.
Venter says the two populations were chosen due to their different footwear
habits. “Whereas South African children are generally used to walk barefoot
during the day, almost all German children wear shoes during school time and for
most of recreational activities."
For the children to be considered habitually barefoot, they had to be barefoot at
school and in and around the house or during sports/recreational activities. Both
groups had to participate in physical activity for at least 120 accumulative minutes
per week and they had to be free of any orthopaedic, neurological or
neuromuscular conditions that may influence motor performance.
Venter says all the children completed balance (walking backwards in a selfselected, comfortable speed over three balance beams of 6, 4.5, and 3 cm width),
standing long jump and 20m sprint tests.
“Results of these tests show that barefoot children in South Africa's primary
schools performed better in balance tests than their German counterparts who
never walks barefoot. This may be related to the fact that the feet of South Africa's
children is wider and more deformable."
“Barefoot children were also able to jump further from a standing position that
German children. This may be related to the fact that the foot arches of South
African children are well developed.
Children who are regularly barefoot have higher foot arches than children who
never walk barefoot. Their feet are also more flexible and less flat."
Venter says that as far as jumping results are concerned, significant effects were
found for the age groups 6–10 and 15–18 years.
She also points out that fewer differences were observed during adolescence
although there are greater jump distances and slower sprint times in barefoot
individuals.
“Our results show that motor skill competencies of shoe-wearing and barefoot
children may develop differently during childhood and adolescence. Whereas
barefoot children between ages 6 and 10 years scored higher in the backward
balance test compared to shoe-wearing children, no differences were found in
adolescents. The early childhood years are fundamental for the development of
balance, and rapid improvements can be observed until the age of 9–10 years."
“A likely explanation is that footwear habits influence the musculoskeletal
architecture of the foot which in turn may be associated with motor
performance."
Venter says the overall results of their study emphasize the influence on and
importance of footwear habits for the development of feet and motor skills during
childhood and adolescence.

www.sun.ac.za/english/Lists/news/DispForm.aspx?ID=6011
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CONSTANTIA WALDORF SCHOOL

Class 13 Final Assembly Address
This is a transcript of an address given by Francis Chouler in the final assembly at
Constantia Waldorf School, on 12 October this year.
It is reproduced here with permission from the school and Francis, who attended
Michael Oak from kindergarten before matriculating at Constantia.

Good morning Constantia Waldorf; parents,
teachers, pupils, and of course, the Matrics
of 2018
Teachers, may I take a moment to thank you
for what you do every day to nurture the
students in your classrooms. You do not get
enough credit, but the love and generosity
with which you teach makes a diﬀerence.
Students, perhaps you don’t realise it yet,
but for the most part, teachers outside of
this school, at universities and colleges do
not care about you in the same way. They
don’t have time for you in the same way. I
get you most likely just wanna be out of
here, but you will miss the care, the respect
that you have received. So it’s great to be
invited back, so that I can acknowledge the
investment that the teachers in this school
made in me.
In truth, it’s been quite daunting to prepare
for this, not because its such a big deal, but
because it challenges me to ask what can I
say that is worth delaying your celebrating
the end of your days as a High School
student forever?
So I asked myself what would I have wanted
to hear? Now there already is a problem
because I didn't want to hear anything when
I was 18, I wanted to stop listening to other
people and go and DO. Now stubbornness is
a fantastic source of energy, and I
encourage you to be stubborn. …
I asked myself what have I learned in the
last 10 years that no one told me?
Now it gets a little trickier, and a little more
personal. You see I loved school; I was
valued as an inquisitive, energetic,
outspoken young man, and I hope that is the
same for you all whatever your particular
traits may be. But leaving school, I met quite

an unforgiving world. I went to study acting
at the University of Cape Town and even
there, on an Arts campus where you’d
expect they would encourage individual
thought, my enthusiasm and the
forthrightness of my voice was taken for
arrogance. By speaking out, I upset the
power dynamic. I expected the teachers to
engage me, but the teachers at [Constantia
Waldorf] school had set a high bar, and my
university teachers were either not
interested, or worse, threatened by my
engagement.
This was a diﬃcult time, because the result
was a kind of heart break, similar to what
happens when your ﬁrst love turns out to be
a lie. And as happens to most whose hearts
are broken I made the fatal mistake of
blaming myself, and then mistrusting
myself. I had brought my whole self in, and
was left over exposed and ashamed. So to
survive, I shrank. I made myself smaller,
tamer, less colourful. More palatable. More
acceptable.
Now I don’t know if this is par for the course
for your 20s, and probably many of you are
not as obnoxiously opinionated as I was, but
I have a feeling that this is something that
will happen at some point in your early life.
Because shame is taught, it is not innate. It
is communicated to you by the society
around you, and when the message falls on
a young mind and heart without enough
fortiﬁcation and enough self knowledge, it is
internalised and it becomes the voice inside
that tells you not just that you can’t, but
that you shouldn't; that you will get laughed
out of the room. The voice dangles that ﬁrst
memory of deep shame as a warning to be
smaller, safer, less queer, less fanciful, more
normal.

Francis Chouler

The important part of this story is that this
was an unconscious process that I wasn’t
aware of. It’s taken me 10 years to ﬁgure out
that this is even what happened. And when
it hit me - only recently - that my heart had
broken and I didn't even know it; I had to
take some time to hold that young man and
acknowledge the sadness and the pain that
came with being rejected. No one told me
this was necessary, that this was important.
I lurched between success and stagnation in
ﬁts of self doubt, unsure of my place, my
worthiness, seeking permission for my
presence and validation for my work. I was
angry but I didn't understand why. No one
directed me to the site of the damage, my
heart, bruised. It takes real courage to look
inward and see beneath the anger and
ambition is pain, sadness, loss and fear.
So here’s what I would like to say; start
getting to know your heart, listen when it is
bruised and cut and treat it the same way
you do your friend who calls when they have
been hurt; you hold them and whisper, I see
you, and I am here for you. And this goes for
life joys as well, celebrate what makes your
heart full, what makes it thrum, what makes
it pound.
This isn’t easy, it’s not easy to discern which
voices are our own and which voices we
have received. We already know how to be
compassionate, but for some strange reason
we need to be shown how to be
compassionate to ourselves.
This is not purely about mental and physical
wellbeing. This is about how we build the
courage to be authentic in a world that
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wants you to stay within certain lines, to
comply and to follow. It takes courage and
self-understanding to imagine solutions that
don’t exist, to tell stories that haven’t been
told, to oﬀer your quiet answer in the face of
those who shout louder.
If you don’t know what I’m talking about,
think back to the ﬁrst memory you have of
not being understood. THAT child, inside,
needs their hand to be held - and it can only
ever really be by you - held by you and told,
I get you.
This is so important, because our sense of
containment, our sense of trust, and sense
of a solid foundation is the basis of all action
and interaction. We cannot create or have
any meaningful impact in the world if we do
not have a solid base from which to act
outwards, and equally important, a solid
base to come home to. Where we feel
understood and accepted.
Leaving school, leaving your friends,
perhaps due to your choice of study, with
new people around you, you are going to
feel lonely. This is good. This is the
separation that is needed for you to begin to
listen to your own mind and heart, to build
this foundation.
The world is changing fast, and in your
lifetime a lot is going to change, jobs are
going to change, how we live our lives and
communicate is changing so radically - it
has never been more crucial to know
yourself, know what you stand for, know
what you think, what you feel. Because if
you do, you cannot be shamed into
smallness, you cannot be co-opted into
someone else’s agenda, you cannot be
hacked, manipulated. Instead, you will
forget self pity, you will drop perfectionism
and the need to please others, you will have
what it takes to be bold, to back yourself, to
shine.
The good news, for those who tuned out,
and here’s the secret that your parents
probably don’t want you to know; you can’t

The Art of Being
No-one expects a baby to be born after one month.
No authentic cycle of growth is a quick-fix.
Would you commit to a cycle of personal development
which takes time?

Francis with Class 10 classmates at Michael Oak, 2002

go wrong. No matter what you do or don’t in
your 20’s you will learn about the world and
about yourself, so all you need to do is pay
attention, LISTEN and do do do without fear,
shame or self doubt. Go far enough on the
outward journey and the inner journey will
ignite along the way.
We need you to participate in this beautiful
country of ours. Have a really long holiday
and then get up, get out there and get
involved. Be conscious of our past, be
conscious of the privilege of the education
you have received, be sensitive to
diﬀerences, and hold ﬁrmly to the future you
want for this country. Do not make the
mistake of being cynical, it will corrode your
spirit and dull you to the world and its
possibilities.

Are you living a second-hand life?
How has this arisen?
Technology and social media has its place, but it has, and
does lead to problems such as disconnection from
immediate and spontaneous heart connection.
Connecting with the heart brings renewal. It also brings
‘edge’ moments where we are asked to take a risk and
wake up to new potential.
This course is about coming closer to living YOUR life,
rather than reacting to ‘conditioning from past stories'.
It is for those who want to live with courage and develop
resilience in the face of 21st C reality which is often
mundane, humdrum and can feel empty.
It is for those who want to lead a life of presence rather
than absence.

The Art of Being….
Contact: Karen Rootenberg
+27 72 194 6463
+27 21 797709
karen@theartofbeing.co.za
www.theartofbeing.co.za
11 month course:
Starting 15th January 2019
Tuesday evenings: 18:30 - 22:00
(4 terms with holiday breaks)

is an intensive journey over 11 months. It is not a quickfix course.
Like any artistic practice it requires commitment.
Committing to ourselves is the deepest artistic act we can
engage in.
This means developing skills and faculties in our thinking,
feeling and action which we do not presently have. In our
complex lives we need to develop new ‘soul’ capacities or
we remain stuck in the safe, familiar ‘old’ ways.

Don’t be afraid to knock on doors you think
you don’t deserve to have opened for you.
Don’t be discouraged if you have to wait.
Some people I met 5 years later, they
opened a door for me. Don’t expect to have
100% conviction, you‘ll always have doubts,
put one foot in front of the other - one day at
a time, one word at a time. If I had to do the
last 10 years over, I would start at the
bottom, and learn the industry I work in from
the smallest job up.
I wish you courage, and full hearts. Go out
there, listen and learn for sure, and
absolutely work hard, but do it your own
way and do what you feel is right and do it
boldly.
Francis Chouler, CWS Alumnus

Social development:
The Art of Being offers the opportunity to experience
closeness and connection with others in ways that are
truthful, genuine and compassionate.
This kind of personal connection is rare in a world of
‘superficial’ social media.
The group work is the chalice for powerful development.

Creative development:
Art (pastels, clay, eurythmy and gesture) is used as a
complementary tool for engaging with your heart
intelligence. This is NOT AN ART COURSE but art is used
as a very powerful instrument of self-observation.

Modules:
The Three-Fold Levels of Being
The Four Levels of Existence
The Four Temperaments
12 Senses
Biography work
Childhood and adolescent development
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XHOSA TEACHER REQUIRED
The Gaia Waldorf School in Pinelands seeks a suitably qualified Waldorf
teacher to
commence work as soon as possible.
The successful applicant must meet the following criteria:
Have the appropriate academic qualifications, with SACE registration.
Have an interest in and identification with the Waldorf ethos.
Be creative, innovative and enthusiastic.
Have a real interest in children and their development.
*
Letter of Application and Curriculum Vitae to:
The College of Teachers, P.O. Box 13416,
Mowbray, 7705
Email: admin@gaiawaldorf.co.za
Tel. 021 447-0546
Closing date for Applications: 7 December 2018.
If Applicants do not hear or receive a response within 14 days of close of
application,
it may be understood that the application has not been successful.
Gaia Waldorf School, Oude Molen Village, Alexandra Road, Pinelands, Cape
Town
Postal Address : PO Box 13416, Mowbray 7705
Tel: 021 447-0546

Fax: 086 516 3346 Email: gaiawaldorf@mweb.co.za
Web: www.gaiawaldorf.co.za
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Community Notices

this period please contact
sunyamilwardb@gmail.com

HOUSE FOR SALE, PLUMSTEAD

GARDENER – Saturday/Sunday work
Wonderful works for us alternative Saturdays. He is
informed, takes great care in our garden, works hard
and well and has always been friendly and reliable.
He is looking for work on Saturdays / Sunday. Contact
him on 073 276 8116. For a reference, please call me,
Jane: 083 6588778.

DOMESTIC WORKER
Our reliable, honest domestic worker is looking for
employment. She is an excellent worker and highly
recommended. Her name is Cynthia Sani and she
lives in Gugulethu. She is available from Monday to
Thursday. Please contact Janine Azuma on 072 176
9127 if you are able to offer her work.

ACCOMMODATION/HOUSE SITTING
Hello, I'm Sunya Milward-Bridges. I matriculated at
Michael Oak Waldorf school in 2017.
I'm getting
married July 2019 and I am looking for accomodation
for my boyfriend's family. It's a family of four: two
adults and two children ages 15 and 9. They come
from Germany and will be in Cape Town for
approximately three weeks. If you have place to
accommodate them or are wanting a house sitter in

Email:

GARDENER/HANDYMAN
SEEKING WORK

Please send all adverts to leaflet@michaeloak.org.za

Family home with 3/4
Bedrooms, Plumstead.
Recently renovated 3
bedroom
(with
an
additional study/guest
room) family home in
Plumstead.
Spacious
living/dining
area,
custom designed kitchen featuring granite worktops,
and ample storage space. Living space opens to
undercover patio leading to
easily maintained
garden. Three double bedrooms (spacious master
b/room features ensuite bathroom, petite patio and a
walk-in closet), separate full bathroom, enclosed
laundry, study/guest room. Large double garage
(automated), with direct access to house. Additional
parking behind secure gate. R2,975m. Call Delia de
Nobrega-Thorold: 073242 2232.

me.

Thembela is hard working and reliable and looking
for a work as a gardener / handyman / painter - any
odd job one might require. Together with his own
family, he is supporting his brother's children and
wife due to his brother's recent passing. Excellent
refernces. Please call Sandy 083 233 7892.

JOB OPPORTUNITY  
Are you a young woman looking for part time work
whilst studying? Do you live in the Southern Subs
and have own transport? Can you competently do
Grade 6 Maths, English and Afrikaans? Can you
picture yourself as a trendy big sister figure ready to
teach valuable life skills? Can you give up an hour of
your time (Mon – Thurs 4.30pm – 5.30pm)? Are you
available February 2019 onwards? Please contact me
if you are interested or can recommend someone
please call me on 071 890 3439.

TV SET WANTED
Ceciline Hendricks, one of our support staff ladies is
desperately looking for a TV. If anyone would like to
donate theirs, please call her on 0845519594.

FOR SALE: STEAM OVEN
For sale: Miele Counter
Top Steam Oven (M.-Nr.09
580 050) - R9500.
Mono steam technology
- Simultaneous cooking
on 3 levels without
flavour transfer
- Easy
operations and cleaning.
The steamer is in an excellent condition and well
maintained. It is now valued at R19 000 new. Contact
Anne-Marié at 082 885 0624.

HOUSE WANTED

2019 LIFT REQUIRED
We are seeking a lift daily for Nathaniel
Raubenheimer Class 8, 2019, from Marina da Gama /
Muizenberg to Kenilworth and back. Please contact
Nan / Daniel if you are able to assist to discuss
possibilities. Nan 0786191275 Daniel 078 035 0954.

HOUSE AVAILABLE TO RENT
Lovely, large family home to rent. 4 bedrooms. Pet
friendly with garden, pool and off street parking. 2
mins walking distance to Michael Oak. Available
January 2019 R25k p/m excluding utilities. Contact
Shelley 078 073 3287 for more info.

COTTAGE TO RENT
Short or long term rental available in a separate
entrance garden cottage in Kenilworth within walking
distance of the school. Contact Serai for more info
084 605 2022. Available 1 December.

HOLIDAY ACCOMMODATION:
Great Brak River
Holiday house in front
row spot on The Island,
with full view of river,
sea and lagoon. Enjoy
long shoreline walks,
swimming, canoeing,
and the abundant bird
and sea life. The
cottage has a wide viewing deck, large enclosed
stoep, three bedrooms and can sleep ten. 2018
rates: Off-peak season: R750 p/night plus R120
p/psn/p/night. Peak season (Dec/Jan holidays): R1650
p/night plus R120 p/psn/p/night (for min 4 people).
For e-brochure contact:
Liz Mackenzie at
lizmack@iafrica.com or (021) 761 8811

ADVERTISEMENTS: Donations
for Community Notices
Please note that all advertisers are expected to
offer a contribution to our Bursary Fund.

MO Parent looking to buy a 2-3 bedroom house near
or within walking distance from Michael Oak. If you
know of anyone who might be putting their house on
the market please contact Nadya via email:
nwynchank@gmail.com

Minimum donation R30

Please use these bank details for EFT transfers: Standard Bank,
Branch: 02510900.
Acc. No.: 071885382 Acc Name:
Michael Oak School Fundraising. Ref: ‘Leaflet-Ad’
Please note that all adverts (classifieds or display) will
only be published in the Leaflet for a maximum of 3
insertions per term.

Michael Oak Calendar
NB: Class Parents’ Meetings are usually at 7.30pm

Monday

Tuesday

2018

::: PG Playgroup :::

Wednesday

KG Kindergarten :::

Thursday

PS Primary School

:::

Friday

HS High School

Saturday

23 NOVEMBER 24
Eurythmy Sharing at CWS

Sunday
25

Class 1 Sharing

PG & KG Sunset Picnic Class 5 Sharing (13:45)

26

27

28

29

Cl. 11 Eurythmy Project
Dress Rehearsal #2

3

4

5

The Shepherd's Play
7.00pm

10

11

Cl. 11 Eurythmy Project
Performance
11:30am and 7:30pm

Handball Tournament
Classes 7-10

Lost Property Display
7:30 am to 1:00pm

Cl. 7 Play The Prince
and the Pauper

6
HS Soiree

12

30

Playgroup Advent Spiral
Star Tree Festival 6.45pm

13

7

1 DECEMBER

2
KG Festival

Cl. 7 Play The Prince
and the Pauper

8

9

Biggies Farewell
TERM 4 ENDS

14

15

16
Day of Reconciliation

17

18

19

25

26

20

21

22

23

27

28

29

30

3
10
17
24

4
11
18
25

5
12
19
26

6
13
20
27

Day of Reconciliation observed

24
31
7
14
21

Christmas Day
1 JANUARY 2019 2

8
15
22

Day of Goodwill

9
16
23

TERM 1 STARTS (HS&PS) TERM 1 STARTS (KG & PG)

